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Abstract. Students’ feedback assessment became a hot topic in recent
years with growing e-learning platforms coupled with an ongoing pan-
demic outbreak. Many higher education institutes were compelled to shift
on-campus physical classes to online mode, utilizing various online teach-
ing tools and massive open online courses (MOOCs). For many institutes,
including both teachers and students, it was a unique and challenging
experience conducting lectures and taking classes online. Therefore, an-
alyzing students’ feedback in this crucial time is inevitable for effective
teaching and monitoring learning outcomes. Thus, in this paper, we pro-
pose and conduct a study to evaluate various machine learning models
for aspect-based opinion mining to address this challenge effectively. The
proposed approach is trained and validated on a large-scale dataset con-
sisting of manually labeled students’ comments collected from the Cours-
era online platform. Various conventional machine learning algorithms,
namely Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and De-
cision Tree (DT), along with deep-learning methods, are employed to
identify teaching-related aspects and predict opinions/attitudes of stu-
dents towards those aspects. The obtained results are very promising,
with an F1 score of 98.01% and 99.43% achieved from RF on the aspect
identification and the aspect sentiment classification task, respectively.

Keywords: Aspect extraction, Aspect sentiment classification, Senti-
ment Analysis, e-learning, students’ feedback, Deep learning, Machine
learning, 1D-CNN, BERT, MOOC

1 Introduction

Digital learning platforms became popular with the launch of massive open on-
line courses (MOOCs), interactive multimedia platforms [1], and hyper-interactive
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systems [3] a few years ago. However, digital teaching and online learning impor-
tance have increased manifold due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic in today’s
era. Many educational institutes worldwide shifted on-campus physical classes to
online classes utilizing various e-learning platforms as a result. MOOCs are one
of the first e-learning platforms providing open-access online courses that allow
for unlimited participation [14] and small private online courses (SPOCs) [15].
However, the dropout rates between 85-95% [4,5] is one main drawback for such
platforms that increased the demand for analyzing students’ feedback. Many in-
stitutions felt the need to collect students’ feedback for upholding quality and
ensuring a successful delivery of content to students online via various platforms.
MOOCs offer a great platform to collect students’ feedback on a massive scale
and train and build models.

Many higher education institutes and experts have had a strong interest in
extracting aspects, and their related sentiment from these feedback [6,7] and
using NLP techniques to create effective learning management systems and e-
learning platforms [8].

Manual extraction of the aspects and their related sentiment is a time-
consuming task due to a large number of data. Therefore developing a reli-
able automated method to extract aspects and related sentiment of the aspect
is necessary [9]. Opinion mining (OM) or Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a suitable
substitute for the traditional feedback analysis to extract students’ opinions from
the feedback and classify it in appropriate sentiment polarity.

This study aims to utilize sentiment analysis techniques to evaluate students’
feedback collected from a MOOC platform to build, train, and test various con-
ventional machine learning/deep learning models, which could be useful in pre-
dicting students’ sentiments towards a course. For this purpose, we present a
comparison between the three most commonly used conventional machine learn-
ing algorithms that show the best results in the state-of-the-art on sentiment
analysis of students’ feedback along with two automated machine learning mod-
els based on 1D-CNN and BERT embedding.

The rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2, the most recent work is
presented. Section 3 presents the dataset along with the techniques and the
approaches used to conduct the aspect category identification and the aspect
sentiment classification. Results and their analysis are provided in Section 4
followed by Section 5 that concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In recent years, SA has not been only applied to students’ feedback sentiment
analysis, but it also has been applied to various tasks, including examining the
spreading pattern of information and tracking/understating public reaction dur-
ing a given crisis on social media [10,11]. SA categorizes into three-level including
document-level, sentence-level, and entity or aspect-level [12,13]. The document
and sentence level SA is based on the assumption that only one topic is ex-
pressed, while in many situations (students’ feedback), this is not the case and
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a precise analysis also requires investigation [6]. Aspect-level SA is divided into
two steps: first, different aspects are extracted and classified into similar classes,
then sentiment related to each aspect is determined [2,16,17]. Kastrati et al. [2]
used the real-life dataset containing more than 21 thousand reviews from Cours-
era to evaluate their proposed models for aspect-based opinion mining. The
authors used two representation techniques including term frequency (tf), and
term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf*idf), and three pre-trained word
embedding models (FastText, Word2Vec, GloVe). They first classified the com-
ments based on the five aspects, including Instructor, Content, Structure, De-
sign, and General. Each of the samples within these aspects was classified into
one of the polarity categories (Positive, Negative, and Neutral). Four conven-
tional machine learning classification algorithms, namely Decision Tree, Naïve
Bayes, SVM, Boosting, and an 1D-CNN model were used. Their results show
that conventional machine learning techniques achieved better performance than
1D-CNN. In [9] the authors proposed a supervised aspect-based opinion mining
system based on a two-layered LSTM model so that the first layer predicts six
categories of aspects (Teaching Pedagogy, Behavior, Knowledge, Assessment,
Experience, and General) and the second layer predicts polarity (positive, neg-
ative, and neutral) of the aspect. The authors in [7] took advantage of the weak
supervision strategy to train a deep network to automatically identify the as-
pects present within MOOC reviews by using either very few or even no manual
annotations. Besides, the proposed framework examines the sentiment towards
the aspects commented on a given review. The study in [16] proposed a method
for the aspect-based sentiment analysis for the Serbian language at the sentence
segment level. They used a dataset that contains both official faculty and online
surveys. The dataset was divided into seven aspect classes (professor, course, lec-
tures, helpfulness, materials, organization, and other) and two polarity classes
(positive, negative). The authors used tf ∗ idf as a representation technique. For
classification, they used three standard machine learning multi-class classifica-
tion models (Support vector machine, k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), and multi-
nomial NB (MNB)), and a cascade classifier including a set of SVM classifiers
organized in a cascade structure. A two-step strategy based on machine learn-
ing and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to extract the aspect
and polarity of the feedback is proposed in [17]. The study used 10,000 labeled
students’ feedback collected at Sukkur IBA University Pakistan. The method is
divided into three main steps. In the first step, the student feedback is classified
into the teacher or course entity using the Naive Bayes Multinomial classifier.
Once the entity has been extracted, a rule-based system was developed to ana-
lyze and extract the aspects and opinion words from the text by using predefined
rules. In the final step, the authors used SentiWordNet to extract the sentiment
regarding extracted aspects.

In [18] the authors presented a comparison between eight conventional ma-
chine learning (Bernoulli, Multinomial Naïve Bayes methods, k-nearest neigh-
bors (KNN), Support Vector Machine, Linear Vector Machine, Decision Trees,
Random Forest, B4MSA) and five different deep learning architectures (two
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CNN models with different layers, one LSTM model, one hybrid between a CNN,
and a LSTM model, and a BERT model) with an evolutionary approach called
EvoMSA for the classification of students’ feedback. EvoMSA is a multilingual
sentiment classifier based on Genetic Programming. Their result shows EvoMSA
algorithm generated the best results among other classifiers.

The authors in [19] experimented on 16,175 Vietnamese students’ feedback
to classify their sentiments (positive, negative, and neutral). They converted
the dataset to the English language for polarity classification. In their proposed
method, input sequences of sentences are processed parallel across the multi-
head attention layer with fine-grained embedding (GloVe and CoVe). The model
was tested with different dropout rates to achieve the best possible accuracy.
The information from both deep multi-layers is fused and fed as input to the
LSTM layer. They compared their proposed method with the other baseline
models (LSTM, LSTM + ATT, Multi-head attention). Their proposed methods
indicated better results.

In [20], the author presented a recurrent neural network (RNN) based model
for polarity classification of students’ feedback. The proposed model was eval-
uated on a dataset containing 154000 reviews that were collected from the
ratemyprofessors.com website. RNN is compared with conventional machine
learning algorithms (Naïve Bayes, SVM, logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor,
and random forest), ensemble learning methods, and deep learning architectures.
Three conventional text representation schemes (term-presence, term-frequency
(tf), and tf*idf) and four word-embedding schemes (word2vec, GloVe, fastText,
and LDA2Vec) have been taken into consideration. The results indicated RNN
with GloVe word embedding with an accuracy of 98.29% gave the best results.

3 Experimental Settings

In this section, we describe the dataset along with the classification models used
to conduct experiments including conventional machine learning algorithms and
deep neural networks.

3.1 Dataset

To validate the proposed classification models for aspect-level sentiment anal-
ysis, we used a real-life dataset introduced by Kastrati et al. [2]. The dataset
contains students’ reviews gathered from 15 different computer science courses
on Coursera online learning platform. All reviews were in English language. Each
student feedback is labeled in one of the five aspect categories (Instructor, Con-
tent, Structure, Design and General) and in one of the three polarity classes
(Positive, Negative and Neutral). Some statistics of the target dataset are de-
picted in Table 1.

Distribution of reviews in both the aspect categories and the sentiment polar-
ity classes is highly imbalanced. More specifically, 84.22% of reviews are labeled
as positive, 10.56% as negative, and 5.21% of them are labeled as neutral. In
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Table 1. Dataset statistics

Data Value
No of Reviews 21,940
No of Aspects 5
No of Polarity 3
Max length 554 words
Min length 1 word
Avg length 25 words

the aspect category, 57.42% of reviews belong to the Content category whereas
the rest of reviews are distributed across the four other categories including In-
structor, Design, General and Structure with 19.36%, 9.96%, 9.58%, 3.65% of
the reviews, respectively.

3.2 Preprocessing

We applied few preprocessing steps to the dataset before feeding it to the classi-
fiers. In particular, we removed all irrelevant symbols like html tags, punctuation,
and stop words and converted text to lowercase. Machine learning/deep learning
algorithm could not be fed with the text data so there is a need to convert text
to an appropriate format that can be supported by them - the numerical format
(vector). The study conducted by Kastrai et al. [2] demonstrated that using term
frequency (tf ) as a term weighting scheme led to a lower classification accuracy
compared to input features generated by tf ∗idf weighting scheme. Therefore, we
used the term frequency inverse document frequency – tf ∗idf as a representation
technique. tf∗idf measures the relevance of words using two components, tf and
idf where tf reflects the importance of the words and idf shows the distribution
of those words among the collection of documents. Since the dataset is highly
imbalanced, we used the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)
as a class balancing method for conventional machine learning algorithms. For
training, all classifiers used in this research, we divide the dataset arbitrary into
training 70% and testing 30%.

3.3 Model Architectures and Parameter Settings

To obtain the best architectures of deep neural networks, we used AutoKeras1.
AutoKeras is an auto machine learning system based on Keras that automatically
searches for the best architectures and hyperparameters for deep learning models.
We conduct the classification experiments on the original dataset (imbalance
dataset) with the default parameters. By default, AutoKeras uses 100 different
models however due to the limited memory the maximum number of different
models (max_trials) is set to 10.

1 https://autokeras.com/
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The validation dataset consisted of 15% of training data and epoch is set to
9. An 1D-CNN deep learning model was selected by AutoKeras for the aspect
category classifications. The model architecture is shown in Figure 1 and it is
composed of eight layers including one embedding layer, two dropout layers, one
convolutional layer, one maxpooling and two dense layers. Specifically, the em-
bedding layer takes 512-D feature vector built of students’ reviews and convert
each word to a 64-D embedding vector. The output of the embedding layer is
fed to a dropout layer and create the input of the 256-unit convolution layer
containing 1D convolution filter. An 1D global maxpooling operation is applied
in the maxpooling layer to calculate the maximum value of each features’ patch.
Those outputs are then fed into a 256-unit fully-connected layer with a relu
activation function. The output of the dense layer serves as input to the a max-
pooling layer. Finally, output of the maxpooling layer is fed into a dense layer
with softmax activation function to compute a discrete probability distribution
over the five aspect categories.

Fig. 1. 1D-CNN model architecture for the aspect category classification.

In the same fashion, we used AutoKeras to obtain the best network archi-
tecture for the aspect sentiment classification. The selected network is a BERT
model, as illustrated in Figure 2 and it is composed of 3 layers including bert-
tokenizer, bert-encoder and a dense layer with softmax activation function to
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compute a discrete probability distribution over the three aspect sentiments cat-
egories.

Fig. 2. BERT model architecture for the aspect sentiment classification.

Like with deep neural networks, we used Auto-sklearn2 toolkit to obtain the
best conventional machine learning algorithms. Auto-sklearn is an automated
machine learning toolkit written in Python that automatically searches for the
best machine learning algorithm for any dataset. The Auto-sklearn classifier
model built with default parameters and excluding preprocessing. The classifier
successfully run five algorithms including AdaBoost, SVM, RF, DT, stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) and the best models was selected based on maximum
mean test score.

4 Results and Discussion

Supervised conventional machine learning algorithms and deep neural networks
are used to predict the aspect categories and classify the student’s opinions
towards these aspects. In particular, we used three different conventional machine
learning algorithms including: Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Decision Tree (DT). All these algorithms are implemented using
scikit-learn3 library written in Python. A grid search technique is performed to
fine-tuning parameters and obtain the best classification results. Two automated
machine learning methods are used for searching best architectures of deep neural
networks and conventional machine learning.

2 https://automl.github.io/auto-sklearn/master/
3 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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4.1 Aspect Category Classification

Conventional machine learning classifiers are trained on the output of SMOTE.
In order to overcome the stochastic nature of the algorithms, each classifier is
run three times and the average of the outcomes is presented as final results.
Information retrieval based metrics including Precision, Recall and F1 score
are used to measure the performance of all classifiers. The performance of five
different classification algorithms on the aspect category classification task with
respect to precision, recall and F1 score is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Performance of ML algorithms on the aspect classification

ML Algorithm P (%) R(%) F1(%)

RF 98.09 97.99 98.01
SVM 88.67 88.10 88.20
DT 79.05 78.99 78.88

SVM (Auto-sklearn) 77.71 78.29 77.39
Conv1D (AutoKeras) 64.03 66.89 65.82

For DT classifier after fine-tuning, parameters random_state andmax_depth
are set to zero and 100, respectively. All the other parameters are set to default
values.

For RF classifier’s parameters max_features and n_estimators are fine-
tuned after a grid search with cross-validation. The number of features is one
of the important parameters that need to be set. The max_features argument
sets the number of the features that are randomly sampled for each split point
and by default it is set to the square root of the number of input features. The
parameter n_estimators indicates the number of trees. The default value for this
parameter is set to 100 but it may not lead to the optimized model. The number
of trees should increase until no more changes in the model result are observed.
After fine-tuning parameters max_features is set to 10 and n_estimators is
set to 150. All the other parameters are set to default values.

The SVM is a binary classification algorithm. In order to use SVM for multi-
class classification, the dataset with multiple classes needs to be divided into
binary datasets. There are two main strategies for doing this:

– One versus rest (ovr): the multi class classification is divided into a binary
classification for each class.

– One versus one (ovo): the multi class classification is divided into a binary
classification for each pair of classes.

The scikit-learn that we were using for the implementation of the SVM algorithm
supports ovo approach by a SVC class. Other parameters include: kernel is
Radial Basis Function (RBF), C set to 10, and gamma to 1. The best selected
classification algorithm by Auto-sklearn was liblinear_svc with parameters C,
and decision_function_shape set to 5.29 and ovr, respectively.
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Table 3 shows class-wise performance of RF on the aspect category classifi-
cation with respect to precision, recall and F1-score.

Table 3. Classification Report of RF on the aspect category classification

Classes P (%) R(%) F1(%)

Content 99.11 94.24 96.61
Instructor 99.71 99.53 99.62
General 92.32 99.04 95.56
Structure 99.76 99.79 99.77
Design 99.49 97.39 98.42

4.2 Aspect Sentiment Classification

The next task is to examine the performance of conventional machine learning
algorithms on the aspect sentiment classification task. Table 4 depicts perfor-
mance of the ML algorithms with respect to precision, recall, and F1-score.

Table 4. Performance of ML algorithms on the aspect sentiment classification

ML Methods P (%) R(%) F1(%)

RF 99.43 99.43 99.43
SVM 96.38 96.33 96.34
DT 89.17 89.10 89.08

RF (Auto-sklearn) 91.69 91.64 91.62
BERT (AutoKeras) 91.13 92.25 92.00

To obtain the results, we fine-tuned the parameters in the same fashion as
in Section 4.1: For DT classifier, parameters max_depth is set to 1500. For RF
classifier,max_features and n_estimators is set to 50 and 200, respectively.For
SVM: kernel is Radial Basis Function (RBF), C parameter is set to 10. All the
other parameters were set to default values.

The best selected classification algorithm by Auto-sklearn was RF classifier
with the following parameters: bootstrap, max_features, min_samples_leaf ,
min_samples_split, are set to True, 0.499, 2 and 13, respectively.

Table 5 shows the class-wise performance of RF in terms of precision, recall
and F1-score on the aspect sentiment classification task.

As can be seen from Table 2 and Table 4, RF outperforms the other tech-
niques, achieving an F1 score of 98.01% on the aspect category classification and
99.43% in the aspect sentiment classification task. One explanation for this could
be associated to the randomness property of the RF classifier. RF searches for
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Table 5. Classification Report of RF on the aspect sentiment classification

Classes P (%) R(%) F1(%)

Negative 99.63 98.86 99.24
Neutral 99.80 99.70 99.75
Positive 98.86 99.71 99.29

the best feature among a random subset of features while splitting a node. This
generates many classifiers and sums their results to increase the accuracy. Since
RF generates many classifiers, it has better accuracy on the test set compared
to DT.

Table 2 and Table 4 also demonstrate that conventional machine learn-
ing techniques achieved better performance than the deep learning models.
One explanation for this is the fact that we used a class balancing strategy
called SMOTE to overcome obstacles due to imbalance in the dataset. Although
SMOTE is very useful for conventional machine learning techniques, it has shown
to be not very useful with complex networks like 1D-CNN and BERT deep learn-
ing models.

Since the overlapping between polarity categories is less than the aspect
categories, conventional machine learning/deep learning techniques have better
performance on the sentiment classification than on the aspect classification task.

5 Conclusion

This study attempted to analyze students’ feedback employing natural language
processing and opinion mining approaches. The contribution of this article is at
two distinct levels - the aspect category classification and the aspect sentiment
classification. We trained and evaluated three state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing and two deep learning models on student reviews collected from MOOC
courses consisting of 21,940 feedbacks in the English language. We selected the
best model architectures for deep learning utilizing the AutoKeras utility. Our
results indicated that despite network optimization for the 1D-CNN and state-
of-the-art BERT model, the performances achieved in these deep learning models
were less than the conventional models on the given dataset. Random Forest,
which outperformed the other algorithms, achieved a 98.01% F1-score for the
aspect category classification and 99.43% F1-score for the aspect sentiment clas-
sification. This is approximately 22% more for the aspect category classification
than using 1D-CNN and 8% more for aspect sentiment classification than using
the BERT model. As feature works, we are planning to use text generation tech-
niques in order to balance the dataset and test other contextual word embeddings
and deep neural networks.
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